The states seen in radiative \ji decay at 1440 and 1640 MeV are discussed.
I.
THE GLUEBALL M.O.
I will discuss the two states seen in radiative ^ decays reported by Coyne in the preceding, very exciting talk.^ We want to consider whether they might be glueballs but first we have to examine the general problem of how to recognize a glueball.
What is the experimental signature?
Unfortunately the first glueball will not be delivered with a bright red glueball label.
In fact, 1 believe-(see also Refs. 3 and 4) that we may have observed, but not recognized, the first glueball more than fifteen years ago in a pp annihilation experiment at CERN.-' The discoveries made in radiative v decays during the last year°>' only recently pointed clearly to this interpretation^>3 of the earlier CERN data.
Quantitative theoretical understanding of the glueball spec trum is not yet at the point where predictions of masses, widths, and decay modes can serve as reliable guides.
Lattice calcu lations are most promising for the future. ' For my money, at present the best guide is the Bag model,-^ which Donoghue will discuss, out even this approach has serious uncertainties. For instance, the bag constant B may well be different (larger) for glueballs, glueball spin splittings are even harder to estimate because color and spin Casiir.ir values are larger for gluons, and the spherical cavity approximation is known 1^ to fail in leading order.
Since quantitative dynamical models are not yet able to pro vide the necessary guidance we are forced to rely on the generic, qualitative properties which a glueball must have, almosL just by definition.
There are two such properties, which in police detec tive jargon I will call the glueball M.O. (modus operandil:
A) Glueballs containing valence gluons will be produced prominently in hard gluon channels. B) Glueballs do not "fit"into gjq multiplets. This glueball M.O. is almost pure tautology.
Indeed B) is a tau tology and A) requires only the basic notions of quantum mechanics.
Other conjectured properties of glueballs might be useful but are less reliable than the M.O. For instance glueballs may well couple more weakly to photons, but this issue is inextricably linked to the related questions of decay widths and mixing withstates which are not well understood.
In addition the y\ coupling of radially excitedstates may also be suppressed by a factor which we can't estimate reliably. Naively we would expect glue balls to have flavor «vmmetrir decay modes, but, as I will discuss below, this need not be true of a pseudoscalar glueball.*"* Also, Donoghue has remarked (see the discussion following his talk) that n and n T may be produced preferentially in glueball decays. In general as we depart from the M.O. the possible uncertainties and exceptions increase.
Radiative 0 decays are important here because they are a prime gluebail hunt ing ground--by modus operandus A). In perturbation theory 1 -.
where the two gluons are in a color singlet and may resonate into a glueball. Therefore any prominent new state in this channel should be examined to see if it has a plausible assignment in thespectrum.
In the spring of 1980 the Mark II collaboration announced a large signal, seen subsequently in the Crystal Ball with a rate ~ B(< -Y(KK-). ,,) £ 4-10" ,
and now we have word from the Crystal Ball group of a second state, seen in a weaker but very clean signal, B{; -Y(nn) 1>w ) = 5-10~H
H)
In c he rest of this talk 1 wi. 1 1 discuss these two st; es. I will argue that the 1440 is almost certainly a glut-ball md will discuss the future result s, exper imental and theor et ical , ohic h would allow us to delete the word "almost" from this suntt ice. For the 1640 I am less certain of an assignment. I believe it could be a glueball or a four quark state,I-5 depending oi whether B(1640 -* nn) is a small or large branching ratio.
II. E(1420) AND c;(1440)
Since the E(1420) decays to KKTT it is first necessary to consider whether it could be the state seen in y k >KK".
(1420) was established in np scattering as a J*"* = 1 stat^ which t ecays to KK" predominantly via K K.
But J = 1 states -ire the list we would expect to f ind stiongly produced in a two gljon chani '1, because of the Landau-Yang theorem. Motivated by :his dis< -epancy and by preliminary findings that the (RKTI)^^Q signal is Jominated by 6TJ rather than K K (now confirmed by the Crystal I ill ), I reviewed the experimental record on the E(1420).
The experimental picture is confusing. In np scattcri ig and pp annihilation in flight (p 1An ^700 MeV.) E(1420) is pro luced nonet. But in pp annihilation at rest where the highest statistics "E" sigi il was seen thet •? was no sign of D.
In pp annihilation in flight a 5o signal for nun was observed in the E mass region, but in Tip scattering a very sensitive experiment saw no J =1 nun signal in the E region, though it did see the J™ = 1 D •* nun signal very clearly.
The very high statistics experiment in pp annihilation which first saw the (KKTI)T L / ( 20-40 enhancement reported a convincing spin-parity determination of J = 0~, based on the distribution in production angle.
But an equally convincing CERN pion experiment ° found J = 1 . It is these most recent Tip scattering results which have led to the designation of E(1420) as an established 1 + state in the PDG tables.
This i£ all summarized in Table I , where I have outlined the conclusions that can be drawn from the most reliable of the experi ments (more detail s and experimental references may be found in reference (2)). decays to KKTT and n^fi-both with substantial <5TT components -and does not decay copiously to K K, The Tip data is dominated by the E while pp annihilation at rest and i | » •+ yX are dominated by the G.
The results for pp annihilation in flight are consistent with sub stantial production of E and G. But why should only G be seen in pp annihilation at rest while G, E, and D are all produced for p _ ^ 700 MeV This conclusion may seem contrived, but on further reflection it confirms the impression that we have found how the pieces of the puzzle fit together. It is in fact just what we would expect for the proposed J assignments. Consider the reaction pp state may have quantum numbers J =0 or 1 . For the dipion in an s-wave the initial pp state must be J =0 by C invariance and then only for J (X) = 0" can X be in an s-wave relative to the dipion. For J (X) = 1 either the dipion must be in (at least) a p-wave (possible for T -n but not for n^r. 0 ) or X must be in a p-wave relative to the s-wave dipion. in either case (and especially in the latter) there is a formidable angular momentum barrier for pp annihilation at rest into E-r-n and DTITJ, which is no longer effective in X-i n~ for p ^ 700 MeV. In the XTI 0^ channel we would expect the suppression of E and D to hold for larger values of p than for X" "~. The assignment j"(C) = 0~ is also suggested bv two theoretical considerations. The first^ '-1^ is that the dominant partial waves for the two gluons in v ^ Vgg arc^ 0", 0 , 2 , of which only 0~ is consistent with abnormal spin-parity required by G -br . The second 1 *' is the special preference for KK" decays which a pseudoscalar glueball might uniquely have, because at the quark level it would prefer annihilation to is over uu + d*d by a factor ^g/m in the amplitude (like r •+ jj\. is enhanced over T -* ev) . The ss pairs would often hadronize to s-wave KK"", which by final state inter action would form 6TT some but not all of the time. Therefore, in contrast to Ref. (13), v.e do not expect C to decay in an SU (3) symmetric fashion nor do we require the ratio G-*• K. K •" / C -> n" 1 * 1 to correspond precisely to <: •+ KK/6 -> T\T (which is not very will known in any case). Rather the first ratio should be ===* the second and there may be more K mesons than predicted by SU(3) symmetry. These are special properties of a pseudoscalar glueball and are consistent with what is known experiraentally.
The two state hypothesis is confirmed by the spin-parity result reported by Coyne,! which is entered in t IK-table. The assignment of E(1420) to the J* >C = l 4 "* nonet is not contro versial. We turn next tu the possible assignments of G(1440).
III. G(1440) and <;'(?): IS G A GLUEBALL?
Section II was devoted to the evidence that GO440) and E(1420) are different states. This section is devoted to showing that G is distinct from still another state, a pseudoscalar ?', which has yet to be discovered. ^' is the name 1 will use for the ninth member of the radially excited pseudoscalarnonet. Its dis covery will fill the last available slot for apseudoscalar in the relevant mass range and will therefore verify modus operandus B) for the G. I will argue on the bas-i-, of what is already indicated experimentally that G does not have the properties of :/ and there fore that already the most plausible assignment is for G to be a glueball.
Eight of the nine members of the radially excited pseudoscalar nonet have already been observed. They are Tt' (1270) , K ' (1400-1500), and £(12,75).
The latter, ^ (1275), is an unbaptized isoscalar named in honor of the ZGS where it was discovered in a very nice experiment^ which studied the reaction n~p -n7i + 7r""n. This is the same high statistics experiment which observed no signal for E -+ nttTT.
Data from this experiment is shown in Figure ( GeV., which however depends crucially on the single low bin at 1280. If this bin were raised by only 2o the structure at 1.4 would disappear. On the other hand if the dip at 1260 is a real effect, there might be a partic 1 e at 1.4 GeV. which decays io tn. I will refer to this possible particle as the "glitch" or "gl(l.4)." Notice that there is no indi cation of gl(1.4) in the 00"d' channel. Finally the reader Minimi <G>V"I " should be warned that the experimental acceptance drops Results of the phue shift snslysls. (»)-in In-by roughly a factor 2 tensities of the labeled pirtUI wsves. (gl Phsse of 01* between 1.27 and 1.4 GeV." 6i relltlveto 11* 6T \M""0'). (h) Posse of 00" 6' rel»-Could G be the t', MvetoOO'cn. The curves tre discussed In the te*.
the missing ninth member Figure 1 (from Ref. 18) of the nonet? Suppose for the moment that it is. J"(' J< -» yG) is very large but i f/ -* Y' is not seen, either in KK-or in •ITIT: (as indicated by the absence of <; -» yD in Table I ). So assum ing G = C' the data requires 
where C t -7= (uu + dd + 5s) i (uu + dd + 25s)
Next we consider the implications of singlet-octet mixing for pion scattering.
Using Eqs. (6), (7) and the OIZ rule we expect'*-'
Since nTrn is only an 012 allowed decay for the uu •+ dd components, naively we would also expect B(c' •* n"")/B(? •+ nin)=2.
In fact this is probably an overestimate, because t, -*• KKTT is severely constrained by the available phase space.
Assuming KKTT and HTTTT are the dominant modes (TtTtTrTt being even more suppressed by phase space) and taking account of three body phase space, I find B(£ f -*• nTTTr)/B(£ -*• HTTTT) -1.1.
Then for the cross sections measured at the ZGS we expect The experimental situation appears to be quite different than Eq (9) .
If gl(1.4) is actually G(1440) (which, remember, we are assuming for the moment is ;') then including acceptance corrections, a rough estimate for the experimental ratio is -0.4, a factor 5 smaller than Eq. (9) . In fact the discrepancy is probably much greater, since the absence of gl(1.4) in the STT channel strongly suggests that gl(1.4) is no_t G(1440).
If gl(1.4) is not G(1440) or if it is not even a real effect, then the experimental value for Eq. (9) is << .4 and the discrepancy is >> 5. The conclusion is that the hypothesis G = c' does not allow a consistent interpretation of the data from both i) •*• fX and up -*• TIT™. G(1440) is not a plaus ible partner for £(1275) in the TT' nonet.
It is clearly important to reexamine the process Tip -> n^n with an experiment optimized for the G mass region.
It would be best to be able to detect TITITI and KKTT in a mass range from 1.27 to 1.7 GeV. If the TT' nonet Is ideally mixed, as suggested by the coincidence of masses m c ™ m , » 1.27 GeV., then we would expect m,, -2m , -m,.
For m , between 1.4 and 1.5 GeV. , the c' would be between 1.5 and 1.7 GeV. and would decay predominantly to KKTT. Another possibility, if gl(1.4) is confirmed but established not to be the G, is that it is the (' of a non-ideal nonet.
As radial excitations it is plausible that neither t, nor C are produced very strongly in i| / •+ yX. Naively they are expected at substantially smaller rates than the ground states n and n'. This is a second reason why G " c' is an implausible assignment. Assuming again that G » &', Eqs. (5) and (6) mean t' is essentially the radial excitation of n'. But we already know just from the KKTT decay ofG (compared to all decays of n') that r(* -• YG) > r<* * vn') This is the opposite of wh*it we expect if G = c', because of the smaller available phase space for G and because the radial excitation should couple more weakly to two gluons (a la the van Royen-Weisskopf model formeson annihilation 2^) .
This remark :an be made quantitative. The rate for radiative decay of a vector quarkonium V(QQ) to a pseudoscalar quarkonium of a different flavor P(Q'Q'), V(QQ) •* y + P(Q'Q'), has been computed 25 in weak binding approximation. Applied to n' and its excitation i,' the result is 2° , -, r(u> •> Yn ') U n J\M^,l E n , * n ,(0)l UUJ where IC, and E are the pseudoscalar momentum and energy in the * rest frame and ^p (0) is the pseudoscalarwave function at the origin. If G = Z,* then Eq. (10) and the experimental inequality r(. -* fG) ^ r(0 -* YH') together imply
which makes G a most unlikely candidate to be the excitation of n ' . The argument is not complete because the binding corrections may be of the same order as the essentially kinematic factors in Eq. (10). It is important to know the approximate magnitude or even just the sign of the binding corrections. It is however reassuring that Eq. (10) gives a reasonable account of the ratio P(* -> v,')/r(^ -Yn); using 27 k n .(0)/* n (0) | 2 = cot 2 (ll°) , Eq. (10) gives 7 for the n' to n ratio.
One specific model'-0 of c, and t, might accomodate a small ratio for o(n~p -* £ f n)/a(n p • + en) without assuming £ ' to be mostly ss.
But this model predicts too large a rate for r(i(j •+ \0 and too small a rate for I'(i^ •+ yC 1 ) if G = £' is assumed, and in the context of the model the SPEAR 1440 KKTT enhancement was initially interpreted 13 as E(1420). Although I will argue in the next section that 9(1640) might be astate, this is an even less likely explanation for G than the hypothesis that G = c'-Four quark states would not be produced at larger rates than normalstates in I JJ -+ yX. And a pseudoscalarcannot be constructed from the orbital ground state, L = 0, but requires at 1^ast L = 1. Such states cannot easily be studied in the bag model because of the inadequacy" of the static cavity approximation for L > 0. Like the L = 0states, x most of these states are probably too broad to be observable as ordinary resonances.
I have argued that G(U40) is a glueball because it is a good match to the glueball M.O. and, in particular, because it does not have the properties of the relevantmeson, the {'. Discovery of the real c' would be the best verification of this argument. This means constructing a G -c ' table, Table II, analogous to the E -G  table discussed in Section II.   TABLE II Table II is empty and of the six entries, three are speculative. I have made (premature) guesses in the right column about the dominant states in each reaction. G and ^' may both appear in pp annihilation Decause of the anomalously large width and the need for Sit and K*K in the fit to the Da] itz plot. 5 ' 32 The other guesses a. d based on the preceding discussic.i. If r, and r,' are ideally mixed C' will be suppressed relative to t, in up, pp and Ify scattering but "ot in K. p scattering. Premature guesses aside, the important point is that by com pleting Table II we can disentangle G fro-n ;', including the diffi cult question of mixing. The success of the naive prediction for n' •* YY and two estimates of n" -G mixing-" Let's now suppose that 6 •* nn has a large branching ratio, much larger than even 10%. Then r(t|j •+ Y6) is much smaller than T(il> -*• -yG) or r(<| > -+• yn f ) and more or less comparable to the ratio of more typical hadrons such as f and n. In this case 8 might have a natural interpretation as a q"q"qq state. First, this would explain the large branching ratio into a two body final state, since c|t]qq states decay predominantly by "falling apart", when they can, into two q"q mesons. Second, a typical hadronic rate for i^ •+ ye is what we naively expect for a four quark state, since the amplitudes for gg •*and gg •+both begin in order 0(a ).
Since 8 ofstates contains many possi bilities. However it is the rarestate which can give rise to an observable state; most are above their "fall-apart" threshold and are too broad to observe as ordinary reconances. ' Of Jaffe's low lying crypto-exot ic nonet, only S (980) and 6(980) are likely to be observable. S*(_980) is the clearest example: it is a (uu + dd)ss state which is below KK and nn threshold so that its width is OIZ suppressed and therefore small enough to observe. On the other hand there is no trace of Jaffe's predicted c(650) and r(900) in standard phase shif -. analyses, presumeablv because-their widths are of the order of their masses.
We must therefore look for states on the shopping list which might be as narrow as the ~ 200 MeV width quoted for 6. Since the bag model estimates of the masses assume the bag ansat? and single gluon exchange, they are only semiquantitative (eg s* is predicted at 1100 MeV). Therefore I have considered all 1=0 states within 300 MeV of 1640. The J = 0 states are, in the notation of Ref. 15., C s (36, 1550) , C ss (36, 1950) , C s (9 , 1800), c 0 (9* 1450) and C°(36* 1800). The quark contents are C = uu3d, C = (1//2)(uu + dd)Ss, and C SS = ssss. Of these C s (36) and C SS (36)_are ruled out because they have unsuppressed fall-apart decays to (KK, nn) and nn respectively. C (9 ) is ruled out because it decays so copiously to Tin, T(rr) /r(nn) c 12, and such a large TITI signal is ruled out experi mentally. ' C (36 ) is also unlikely to be as narrow as 200 MeV because it has unsuppressed fall-apart decays to ww and ^p; for Kj -1640 the s-wave phase space suppression is only B -. 
36 If 9 = C (9), it is not the state seen in yy -*• op.
There are four possible J = 2 states in the 1640 ± 300 MeV. mass range. They are C° (9, 1650) , C°(36, 1650), C S (9, 1950) , and C S (36, 1950) . C (9) and C (36) are unlikely for the same reason as the J = 0 C (36 ) discussed above: they could fall apart to ^£ and u>u> and would therefore probably be -much broader than 200 MeV. The other two states, C (9) and C (36), would have no allowed fallapart decays if their masses were 1640 MeV. They would be below the $u: and K K thresholds and in the approximation of Ref. (15) they do not decay to two pseudoscalars. Such decays could occur by vir tue of (as yet uncalculated) gluon exchange corrections. Then as for the J = 0 C (9 ) state, KK and nn would be the dominant two body decay modes. If 8 were either the J = 2 C S (9) o-r 5 (36) but not both then K K , K K and nn would occur equally as in Eq. (12) . But if both states were degenerate at 1640, interference effects could change the relative amounts of KK and nn. Another difference from the J = 0 C S (9*) possibility is that for these J ~ 2 states there might be a larger proportion of multibody decays, since the two body decays occur by virtue of gluonic corrections which could give rise to three body decays in the same order.
Finally we cannot neglect the possibility that 6 is a garden varietystate. There are many more such possibilities in t' s c mass range than in the mass range of the G. For instance an 1 = 1 jF _ 2 ++ Tyf resonance has been found at 1.7 GgV, which could be a radial excitation of the f or an L = 3 state.
3 could be an I = 0 member of one of these nonets. In this respect the 6 is J >. . -;s tightly constrained than the G whose only conceivableassign ment is in the nearly complete TT ! nonet. THP reasons for not preferring aassignment for 6 are indirect and have been alluded to above: either B(6 -+ nn) is small and r(i{> -*• ^6) is too large for an ordinary hadron, or B(6 •+ nn) is very large which is also implausible for a typical 1.64 GeVhadron. However it will be much harder to rule out definitively aassignment for 6 than for G. It is the roost prominent state in a prime glueball production channel, t|i •+ yY., and it is not well accounted for as a radially excited J = 0meson.
Final confirmation requires the following tasks: 1)
Reexamine TT p -* n^Tm to verify the indication from Ref.
(18) that G is produced too weakly to be the ninth member of the J = 0 radially excited nonet.
2) Examine the strong binding corrections to i j > -> y + n'/c' to verify the nonrelativistic intuition that a radial excitation cannot be produced here with a rate ^the rate of i".he ground state.
3) Fill in the entries of Table II and thereby discover the C* and unravel the extent of c" -G mixing.
In the case of 9(1640) the proper assignment is far less clear. The meson spectrum in the 1600 -1700 GeV region is more complex and more poorly known, which means it will be harder to exclude definitively a conventionalinterpretation.
Nonetheless the already known facts suggest two nonconventional interpretations: 1) If B(6 -+ nn) <? 10%, then r(i(i -+ y6) is extremely large and the glueball interpretation is attractive.
2) If B(6 -* nn) is appreciably larger than 10%, then r(ii -> y6) is not unusually large.
The big two body decay modes would then be naturally explained if 6 were astate.
My favorite candidate is an ss(uu + dd) state which would also have large KK decay modes.
